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Microsoft 365 & Teams
Solution IP helps organisations meet the challenges of productivity and collaboration whilst aligning technology to their growth
strategies. We work with industry-leading technology partners, adding a full-service wrap to deliver networks, IT, unified
communications and security that simplifies seamless communication and collaboration.
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Why do I need Microsoft 365 and Teams?
Many businesses utilising Microsoft Teams for internal
collaboration can now benefit from the ability to make and
receive calls by enabling Teams as a full cloud-based UC
solution with enterprise grade telephony.
About Microsoft 365 and Teams
A complete, intelligent, secure solution to empower
employees.
MS 365 is the most widely used cloud service by user
count
155 Million monthly active MS 365 business users
There are now 500,000 businesses using Microsoft Teams,
including 91% of the Fortune 100
MS 365 subscriptions have been shown to bring a positive
ROI within 13 months of investment for SMB’s.
What’s good about our managed MS 365?

Market leading packages for cloud-based business emails,
shared calendars, instant messaging, video conferencing and
file sharing.
Providing Microsoft's productivity suite and unified
communications functionality from the Cloud.
Work from any device anywhere
Delivered as an OpEx model with predictable costs.
A resilient, managed service with migration, maintenance
and service desk support.
Based on feature rich easy to use technology that can be
customised and simply integrated in to your business.
Collaboration tool Microsoft Teams is the number one collaboration and
UCaaS app for many companies. More than just an
environment for video calls and sharing content,
Teams has evolved to offer everything that businesses
need to stay connected in the new age of work.
Bundles available
Enterprise-grade voice delivered through Teams – audio
conferencing, phone system.

Microsoft helps companies go hybrid:
Microsoft found that 66% of business
leaders are planning for a future of
hybrid work. Around 73% of employees
in the same study said they wanted
continued flexible work options with
tools like Teams.
Microsoft 365
Stay connected and get more done
with intelligent apps and experiences,
integrated cloud services, and built-in
security.

Create, share, edit, and collaborate in
real time from anywhere on any
device with a cloud-based suite of
productivity apps and services.
Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS)
Protect and secure your organization
and empower your employees to work
in new and flexible ways with an
intelligent mobility management and
security platform.
Windows 10
Benefit from a highly secure and
manageable productivity platform
that runs on a wide variety of
hardware devices or in the cloud
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Why communications from Solution IP?
Very adaptive: highly customisable solutions and competitive
bundles
Flexible and scalable from SME to enterprise grade solutions
End-to-end solution with maintenance and service desk support.
Our IT engineers - we invest, support and train on your behalf
and always have the latest accreditations
It’s based on MIcrosoft's world-leading products– with proven
communications capabilities

Simple, easy-to-understand pricing
As your teams' requirements and features can be different across your
environment, we have simplified pricing and licensing options.
You can view features and services comparison of Microsoft plans click here.
Ask your Account Manager for a personalised quote.

Let us help you
Not all businesses have the expertise to manage their UC.
Solution IP will support your team with independent advice and solutions
from our expansive unified communications, IT, security and network portfolio
structured and designed to solve your business challenges.

Email:
Sales@solutionip.co.uk
Call:
+44(0) 2000 903
www.solutionip.co.uk

With 5* independently-rated support from our skilled in-house engineers
alongside a compelling offering to create the right solution.
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